Where Heat
Meets Cold

The most advanced non-invasive
cryolipo treatment.

CRY

STHETICS

THE PROCESS
60 minutes

Lipocontrast is a NEW body contouring treatment, based on advanced Cryothermal technology.
Lipocontrast delivers rapid results by heating, cooling and heating the fat cells, reducing body fat
without damage or invasive methods. 33% of the treated fat tissue will be eliminated and gradually
breaks down through the metabolic system. Approximately 80% of the final result will be visible
within 20 days. Typical daily activities can be resumed straight after treatment, including returning
to work and exercise regimees.

Lipocontrast is
one step beyond
normal fat
freezing
Lipocontrast process
1. Before Session

2. Initial heating

3. Cooling

4. Final heating

5. After session

THE PROCESS
The treatment area is cleansed and a conductive
gel is applied to the area, the head of the machine is
then placed on the treatment area, the client may feel
an uncomfortable sensation immediately which will
ease within a few minutes and treatment will cause
minimum discomfort thereafter.

Where can
Lipocontrast target?

THE ADVANTAGES
The new LIPOCONTRAST procedure beneﬁts are:
Faster and superior fat reduction compared with
normal cryolysis procedures.
Increased effectiveness on fibrous fat.
Avoids traumatic experiences of invasive
methods such as liposuction.

Lipocontrast can target large and small areas such as
the flanks, upper and lower abdomen, back, thighs,
knees, gynaecomastia, arms and the double chin
through multi-sized applicators. Other areas available
upon request.

Prevents contiguous tissue damage that occurs
with radio-frequency, ultrasounds or lasers.

After treatment with the Lipocontrast thermal
shock, some fat cells are immediately
disabled and will be eliminated within a few
days.

Other cells enter in to severe apotheosis
phase and will be progressively eliminated
within a few weeks.

80% of results
are visible within
two weeks.
Lipocontrast
Normal Cryolysis
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THE RESULTS
The effect produced is almost immediate. After
treatment with the Lipocontrast thermal shock,
some fat cells are immediately disabled and will be
eliminated within a few days. Other cells enter in
severe apotheosis phase and will be progressively
eliminated within a few weeks.
Depending on the adipose tissue thickness
and the desired result, 1 to 3 sessions will be
necessary, with an approximate interval of 4 weeks
between each one – much shorter than cryo-lipo
alternatives, giving quicker results. The duration of
each session is 60 minutes
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I lost 1.7 inches on my lower
abdominals, with no dieting and no
weight loss. I have had one session
and now I am looking forward to my
second session to see more results.
Amanda Blamey
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My double chin was always an area of dislike,
no matter how much weight I lost, my double chin
still remained. I was thrilled when hearing about
Lipocontrast and I am even more thrilled with my results.
I would highly recommend this treatment as its pain free
& non-invasive.

I had my ﬁrst session of
Lipocontrast and I loved it! It hurt
a lot less than I imagined (it didn’t
actually hurt at all), it was nice to be
able to lie down and relax. An
all-round enjoyable experience,
that will get rid of my post
pregnancy baby bump !
I Can’t wait for my next session.
Jodie Jay Davis
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